INTRODUCTION
============

As a number of protein and nucleic acid structures have been obtained experimentally and deposited in the Protein Data Bank ([@b1]), biological research areas such as computational biology, bioinformatics and protein dynamics have been growing rapidly. Among the many ways to analyze the dynamic characteristics of macromolecules, the conventional engineering disciplines such as kinematics and mechanical vibrations have been proved as a powerful tool to reduce computational cost and the generated results have shown a good agreement with the experimentally observed dynamics of macromolecules. From this fact, it is convincing that they can play an important role in developing much more computationally efficient methods than traditional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, as well as establishing theoretical foundation for linking the structural information of macromolecules to their biological functions.

MD is one of the most common tools we have widely used for the simulation of macromolecular dynamics. By computing the interactions of all forces between atoms involved ([@b2],[@b3]), MD provides time-dependent behaviors of a molecular system including the effects of surrounding solvent at atomic detail. However, empirically-derived force fields yield problems with local minima traps and the current computer power limits the investigation of the relevant dynamics to only its early stage. Moreover, even if one can simulate millions of MD time steps, it is very difficult to interpret the output data in order to get the long time-scale collective motions because the obtained time-evolving conformations fluctuate rapidly near local minima like Brownian motion.

Alternatively, normal mode analysis (NMA), a traditional harmonic analysis tool in mechanical vibrations, has been used to calculate thermal fluctuations of a macromolecule around its energy equilibrium conformation ([@b4]--[@b6]). In NMA, an all-atom empirical potential function is approximated as a harmonic function. One can obtain vibrational frequencies and directions of corresponding motions of the system by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem of the stiffness (Hessian) matrix. To reduce computational burden of all-atom NMA in the case of large macromolecules, coarse-grained elastic network models (ENMs) have been developed ([@b7]--[@b9]). For example, a protein structure is modeled as a spring network among representative alpha-carbon atoms.

In these days, many web-based services for calculating normal modes are available. ProMode is a database of NMA of proteins in which the global stiffness matrix is derived from an empirical potential function with respect to only dihedral angles ([@b10]). In contrast with ProMode, ElNe\'mo uses a much simplified Hookean potential with respect to Cartesian coordinates of atoms involved ([@b11]). The rotation-translation block (RTB) approximation is uniquely implemented to solve the limitation of the size of system. Three other online servers MoViEs ([@b12]), WEBnm ([@b13]) and *i*GNM ([@b14]) are launched recently to perform various types of structural analyses including NMA and B-factor calculation. NMA has been also used to refine docked protein--ligand and protein--DNA structures ([@b15]).

However, NMA is not able to predict anharmonic and large pathways because the ensuing prediction of motions only occurs near the equilibrium state. For conformational transitions between meta-stable conformations, several interpolation strategies such as linear interpolation, internal variable interpolation and elastic network interpolation (ENI) have been used. ENI is a purely geometry-based technique developed by the author ([@b16],[@b17]). The essence of ENI is to uniformly interpolate the distances in two different conformations within the context of the coarse-grained ENM.

Currently the most widely used morph server is the 'Database of Macromolecular Movements' run by Gerstein at Yale University (<http://www.molmovdb.org/>) ([@b18]). This server has used the adiabatic mapping in which predetermined hinge or shear regions in macromolecules are linearly interpolated and each iteration step is followed by energy minimization of the computed intermediate conformations to produce chemically reasonable morphs.

Although the conventional coarse-graining techniques substantially reduce the degrees-of-freedom of the system, harmonic and anharmonic analyses for large macromolecules such as GroEL-GroES complex, virus capsid and ribosome are still impracticable in a PC ([@b19]). Motivated by this situation, we introduce further simplified models such as symmetry-constrained, rigid-cluster, hybrid and chemical-bond based ENMs. These new features can bring down massive computational problems, which have been traditionally solved in a supercomputer, to a PC level. For more details, see the following section of applications.

As the demand on computational (theoretical) approaches to MD has increased, we have developed UMass Morph Server (UMMS) to provide one with both harmonic and anharmonic analysis tools online. UMMS cannot only cross-validate the results of other morph servers based on NMA ([@b10]--[@b14]) and other interpolation techniques ([@b18]), but also provide several unique features described above to improve computational efficiency and physical reality of the models.

UMASS MORPH SERVER
==================

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the flow chart of UMMS proposed here. Once the server receives the request of NMA and/or ENI for a particular macromolecule, the first step is to standardize the set of coordinates of representative atoms. In ENI, a sequence alignment is necessary to make sure that the given two sets of coordinates have the same number of residues for the purpose of interpolation. Next, we can create the linking matrix based on the input cutoff values. Using this geometry-based elastic network, NMA and ENI will be performed. Finally, the mode shapes calculated from NMA and the intermediate conformations morphed by ENI will be visualized with the 3D molecular graphics program Rasmol ([@b20]).

One of the important features of UMMS is that it has more user-oriented interface than other servers do. For example, UMMS allows one to override the default setting for both the coarse-graining approaches (e.g. all-atom, backbone and alpha-carbon only) and the spring connection (cutoff) rules.

In the case of NMA, specific cutoff distances are provided for each coarse-grained method in order to generate an elastic network mimicking both chemically bonded and non-bonded interactions within a macromolecule. For instance, the range from 8 to 16 Å has been chosen empirically for an alpha-carbon coarse-grained ENM to get the robust outputs in NMA, which mathematically means that there are no more than six zero eigenvalues. These cutoff values are somewhat unrealistic (overestimated) compared with the actual van der Waals interaction range. On the other hand, a relatively short cutoff range from 5 to 8 Å can be selected for a chemical-bond ENM because there are additional backbone connections modeled to stabilize the network (see Chemical-bond ENM section).

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the UMMS homepage, the graphic user interface for query building, and the result windows from the standard NMA and ENI, respectively. One can first browse the NMA or ENI database of macromolecules posted on UMMS in order to find one of interest. Then one can also submit the query specifying its PDB name and simulation options. All of requests are to be processed offline and the simulation results will be uploaded to UMMS. The animated GIF movies and the computed data files are downloadable at the server.

APPLICATIONS
============

As aforementioned, NMA has been used to predict harmonic fluctuations (i.e. flexibilities) of a single macromolecule at an equilibrium conformation, whereas ENI has been used to generate anharmonic transition pathways between two different conformations without any steric clashes. However, harmonic and anharmonic analyses for large macromolecules may be still impracticable in a PC because of memory limitation. In addition, the current ENI method takes into account only geometric information with linear spring connections replacing chemically oriented interactions between atoms. It means that the computed pathways cannot be considered as time-evolving motions like MD results, but be interpreted as plausible conformational changes between two given conformers. The following applications aim to not only simplify the current ENMs but also get more realistic simulation results.

Symmetry-constrained ENM
------------------------

The assembly of repeated units is one of the ways that nature adopts to produce large macromolecular structures. For example, most viruses adopt this strategy to reproduce their protein shells called capsids. Only a short sequence of nucleic acids is needed to encode a small repeated unit of a capsid. Therefore, one can significantly reduce computational cost for NMA or ENI of a symmetric system by using its symmetry feature induced by the manner of assembly. This symmetry-constrained NMA and ENI have been applied for the study of maturation process of the HK97 virus capsid ([@b21]). The degree-of-freedom of this symmetric system is reduced by the factor of 60. The resulting symmetric normal modes explain the maturation mechanism of HK97 well, and show a good agreement with those obtained by expensive computation for the whole capsid ([@b22],[@b23]). UMMS can efficiently simulate the dynamics of many other symmetric macromolecules, currently impracticable in a PC, using this symmetry-constrained method.

Rigid-cluster or hybrid ENM
---------------------------

Most of large conformational changes in macromolecules can be resolved into collective motions such as hinge and shear motions ([@b18]). For instance, the major conformational change of HK97 is the capsid expansion induced by the shear motion between skewed trimers in each asymmetric unit ([@b24]). Hence, the rigid-cluster ENM can be applied to macromolecules in which such collective motions occur during the transition ([@b25]). The key idea is to only consider inter-connections among rigid clusters defined from the standard ENM because intra-connections within a cluster are preserved under rigid-body motions. The number of clusters and the size of each cluster will be adjusted by the user\'s preference between resolution and efficiency.

In the case of a complex structure which contains both rigid domains and flexible loop regions, the rigid-cluster ENM may destroy the generality of the flexible parts of the system too much. One can accommodate this problem by a hierarchical modeling in which the flexible regions are represented with higher resolution than other rigid regions ([@b26]).

The mathematical models for both rigid-cluster and hybrid ENMs have been developed and also extended to symmetry-constrained systems ([@b25]). This computational advantage enables UMMS to perform both harmonic and anharmonic analyses of large macromolecules within reasonable time (less than a day) in a PC.

MD data interpretation with NMA/ENI
-----------------------------------

One of the unique features provided by UMMS is MD data interpretation. As mentioned in the introduction part, interpretation of a massive amount of MD data which just resemble a series of Brownian motions is another painstaking task after computationally expensive MD simulation. NMA and ENI can act as a supplementary tool to interpret MD results with ease ([@b27]). When MD trajectory data computed by Amber or Charmm are provided through UMMS, we first test if the given MD trajectory includes large and collective motions by measuring root mean square deviation with respect to the initial conformation. ENI can be applied to generate a highly directed pathway between the two extreme MD conformers (i.e. one is the initial conformer and the other is the farthest structure from the initial one). This pathway is considered as an ensemble of MD trajectory without random fluctuations along the way. One can also utilize NMA to interpret MD data. If there is no significant conformational change, a reference structure is determined by finding the closest conformer to all other MD data on average. The displacement errors of each MD conformer with respect to the reference structure can be considered as thermal fluctuations. The predicted lowest normal modes collaboratively capture those fluctuations well. Consequently, NMA and ENI may serve as a paradigm for reduced-DOF dynamic simulations of large macromolecules as well as a method for the reduced-parameter interpretation of MD data.

ENI incorporated with partial conformational data
-------------------------------------------------

ENI can also be extended to incorporate partial structural information into computer simulation of macromolecular motions. When the initial conformation and only partial distance information for the target conformation are available, a modified ENI method can serve as a prediction tool for global motions that are consistent with conformational data experimentally measured by fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) or NMR ([@b16]). In this method, any inter-residue distance that is not specified in the target conformation is allowed to relax unless it results in steric clashes during the transition. The related mathematical description can be found at our previous paper ([@b16]). Once partial information about conformational change like FRET distance data is provided through UMMS, those data are to be superimposed onto the known crystal structure to examine the structural implications of measured inter-residue distances for the prediction of the second conformation.

Chemical-bond ENM
-----------------

The distance-cutoff method, a traditional connection rule for ENMs, sometimes fails to generate physically reliable results due to the uncertainty of system stiffness and connectivity. This model has limitation on representing the nature of chemical interactions in a real protein structure because a cutoff distance is empirically chosen longer than the maximum range to which atomic interactions can be felt. Therefore, the resulting elastic network over-represents the global stiffness of the system. To solve this discrepancy between the actual interaction range of a real macromolecule and the virtual spring connection range in an ENM, a chemical-bond ENM has been proposed ([@b28]). First, four consecutive alpha-carbon atoms along the protein backbone (*i*th through *i* + 3th representative atoms in a coarse-grained model) are linked to one another. These constraints in Cartesian space replace 3*N* − 6 internal coordinates including *N* − 1 bond lengths, *N* − 2 bond angles and *N* − 3 torsion angles for an *N*-particle system. These backbone connections stabilize the elastic network so that the derived stiffness matrix cannot have more than six zero eigenvalues which correspond to rigid-body motions. It enables to reduce the cutoff distance down to the range of van der Waals interactions in the chemical-bond ENM. Then, the chemical-bond information such as disulfide bonds, hydrogen bonds and ionic bonds is utilized to add more spring connections for the realism of output results. These chemical bonds play an important role in characterizing the dynamics of macromolecules. By testing several example proteins, it is observed that the chemical-bond ENM is computationally more efficient as well as more robust than the other conventional models. NMA and ENI based on the chemical-bond ENM are also available at UMMS.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

We have introduced UMMS which can analyze harmonic (NMA) and anharmonic (ENI) motions of macromolecules based on various levels of coarse-grained ENMs. Since we have exploited a lot of mathematical expressions (not displayed here) to implement those sophisticated procedures, it is probably difficult for some biologists who are not mathematically oriented to directly adopt the methodologies presented here for their research topics. Therefore, we recently launched a new online morph server called UMMS. Once one requests the dynamic analysis for a specific macromolecule through the server, we then perform it offline and post the result on the server visually and numerically to share the benefits of this work with the general public.

Our focus is also placed on the theoretical modification of the standard coarse-grained NMA and ENI methods in order to improve computational efficiency and physical realism with aid of engineering disciplines such as robot kinematics, group theory and mechanical vibrations.

Symmetry-constrained, rigid-cluster and hybrid models can together bring down the high-dimensional problems to a PC level. The chemical-bond ENM can generate more robust and reliable network models. UMMS also provides two unique services such as MD data interpretation and time-resolved ENI. This online service will enhance scientific understanding of the relationship between molecular structure and dynamics (i.e. function) in a cost-effective fashion.
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![Schematic representation of the working procedure of UMMS. Harmonic NMA and anharmonic pathway generation can be performed based on user\'s requests. The default setting of coarse-graining method for protein is to take only alpha-carbon atoms per residue. Its resolution is probably enough to investigate the global dynamics of proteins in most of cases. For small proteins (approximately \<1000 atoms), backbone-trace ENMs including only heavy atoms along the protein backbone and full-atom ENMs are also practicable in a PC. Regardless of the level of coarse-graining of ENMs, a single-parameter Hookean potential is defined in Cartesian space and then differentiated resulting in the stiffness matrix for NMA. MD data interpretation and incorporation with experimental data such as FRET and NMR are also available at UMMS. For more details, see the section of applications.](gkl039f1){#fig1}

![Overview of UMMS. The main page (middle panel) consists of NMA database, ENI database and query windows. One can not only browse NMA or ENI database to access the existing result of a specific macromolecule of interest, but also request the analysis via the query windows. A typical NMA window (upper left panels) shows animated mode shapes with various representations, the connectivity map of ENM called linking matrix, and the B-factor comparison plot. An ENI window (upper right panels) presents the computed ENI pathway between the two end conformations. One can download both animations and data files (PDB and text format) from those windows. Four different query windows (lower panels) are used for submitting the structural information of macromolecules (PDB ID, Cartesian coordinate file, MD trajectory data, FRET distance data) and choosing the simulation parameters (coarse-graining method, cutoff rule, output representation type).](gkl039f2){#fig2}
